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This comprehensive Understanding treatise can be used as the course text or as a supplement to

any insurance law casebook.  Insurance Law is designed to make the substance of insurance law

accessible to the student and to the general practitioner unfamiliar with the subject.The premise of

this book's organization is that insurance law is best understood if its legal principles are arranged

according to the various stages in the life of a contract. Part A considers the question "what is

insurance law." Part B considers issues germane to the establishment of the contractual relationship

between insurer and insured. Part C considers issues relevant to the performance of contractual

obligations. Finally, Part D examines a few topics that defy easy categorization, including special

problems in group insurance, special issues in automobile insurance, and issues in reinsurance.
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Let me start about by saying I'm not a law student or practicing attorney. I read this book to help me

operate my commercial insurance brokerage for those times when clients ask difficult questions and

I want to avoid liability by giving the wrong answer.Understanding Insurance Law exposes the

reader to view situations with a different lens while supported with numerous case law examples. It

provides important guidance during those moments when answers aren't readily available.The

author thoroughly understands the topic and I've appreciated the information to not only help protect

me, but protect my clients.



After practicing insurance regulatory law for over 25 years, I still find Jerry's "Understanding

Insurance Law" an indispensable reference. It combines good organization with clear explanations

in a concise format. It is oriented to the practitioner, not so much to the student, but is useful for

both. I keep a copy close at hand. -- Doug Simpson, Attorney and Lecturer in Insurance Law.

He is a really nice and interesting professor. I really enjoyed his class, and this book is helpful,

however, I think it could be better organized and have a better index in the back. Using treatises on

Westlaw or Nexis Lexis is just as effective though!

Great info guide

very buy it!
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